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An autonomous system of differential equations with holomorphic right-hand 

sides that continuously depend on a parameter is considered. It is assumed that 

in the considered region of parameter values the first approximation system has 
IE pairs of pure imaginary roots, 

The stability properties of a system may undergo various changes when parameter EL 

is varied near its resonance value pa at which the system has an internal resonance. The 
problem of strong stability is posed in the case when the character of the system stability 

at point p0 remains unchanged in some neighborhood of that point. 
A normal form, continuous with respect to p of the system is derived. The form, un- 

like the usual and normal form [l, 21, does not change its structure at transition of the 
system through resonance ( * ) , Conditions of strong asymptotic stability and instability 
are obtained for resonance of odd order. Cases of ‘“explosive instability” in which the 

asymptotic stability in the resonance point neighborhood changes into instability at point 
PLO are separated out. 

The concept of the present work is akin to that of [3 J, where the problem of stability 
in the presence of parametric perturbations is stated and substantiated* Several aspects 
of this problem and its generalization were discussed in [4]. The allied question of the 
form of the problem of the difference between dangerous and safe limits of the stability 
region was considered in [5]. 

1, Btrtement of the problem, Let us consider the system of differential 
equations 

2‘ = P(p)z i- ?I .@“‘(& CL), ELE@l, p2) = D (1.1) 
I =k>,2 

where z is an r-dimensional vector, P (p) is an ( r X r )-matrix, Z(r) (z, p) are 
vector-forms of I-th order with respect to z. Matrix P (p,) and the coefficients of form 
Z(l) (2, p) are continuous function5 of parameter p. 

We shall call system (1.1) stable (unstable) at point p0 E L), if the zero solution of 
that system for p = t.i.0 is Liapunov stable (unstable). 

The considered problem is associated with the analysis of the effect of small variation 
of the parameter on the stability properties of system (1. I). 

Definition 1, 1. System (1.1) which is stable {unstable) at point p0 E D is 
called strongly stable (unstable) at that point, if there exists such E -neighborhood 

*) Gol’tser, Ia. M. On the tr~sforma~on of a particular system of d~fferentialequa- 
tions in the presence of resonance. Transact. of the Seminar on the Theory of Motion 
Stability, I$ 2, Alma-Ata, 1969. 
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Strong stability of resonant systems 243 

u, ( pO) C D of point p0 that system (1.1) is stable (unstable) at every point p E 

UC (PO). 
N o t e 1. 1. The term “strong stability” conforms to the terminology used in inves- 

tigations of linear periodic Hamiltonian systems for small (but more general than para- 
metric) perturbations of the Hamiltonian [G]. 

System (1.1) is considered below on the assumption that matrix P (p) has in region 
G n pairs of continuous with respect to p pure imaginary eigenvalues, and is reducible 
in D to a diagonal matrix which is continuous with respect to p (The question of the 

normal form of matrices that depend on a parameter was investigated in [7]). 
We set r 7~ 2n and denote the eigenvalues of matrix P (p) by + h, (CL), s = 1, 

2 n, k?(p) < 0 (Vp E D) , and by R, + the set of n-dimensional vectors 
wh,k Components are nonnegative integers. If nz E R,‘, then m T (m,, . . ., m,,), 
m, E RI+, and I m I = m, + . . . i- m,. 

Definition 1.2. At point PO E D system (1.1) has a j-th order internal reso- 
nance,if there exists vector m e R,+ with m,relatively prime,such that when I_L = 

PO 

(m, A") = i; m&t = 0, Im\ = j, h” = h(p0) = (3.10,. . ., kc) (le2) 
SEl 

An effective method of investigating the stability of system (1.1) with fixed values 
of the parameter (either resonant or nonresonant) consists of its preliminary reduction to 
the normal form up to terms of a reasonably high order [l, 21. If point.y, is nonresonant, 

such normalization in a fairly small neighborhood of it is continuous with resect to I_L , 

and one can expect that the system stability properties are retained in that neighborhood. 

When parameter p passes through its resonance value p. , the structure of the usual nor- 
mal form considerably changes. Hence for the considered class of systems the problem 
of strong stability in the neighborhood of resonant values of the parameter is of consider- 
able interest. The question of existence for system (1. 1) of a normal form continuous 
with respect to p , which arises in this connection, is considered below. 

2. The contfnuou8 normal form. On the assumptions made in Sect, 1, sys- 
tem (1. 1) may be written as (the upper dash denotes a complex-conjugate quantity) 

2’ = A @) 2 + ,=.>, x(l) (JI Y, P) (2.1) 
, 

Y l = - h(p) y + &5>, y(l) (Xl Y, P) , 

where z = y = (zl, . . ., z,), E is a unit ( n x n )-matrix, and h (p) - h (p) E. 
We represent the components of n-dimensional vector-forms X(l) = Y(l) in the form 

x:” (J.9 Y, p) = ,,,+z,=, a;, c, (11) xpY*, p, q E R,+, rp = $. . . a$ 

Functions h, (p) and c$,,~ (p) are continuous in D. 

Let us consider system 

24’ = h (p) u i- ,j>, u”’ cu. u7 P) 
, 

(2.2) 
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and transformation 

together with (2. l), and seek the simplest form of system (2.2) to which system (2, I) 
can be reduced by the transformation, continuous with respect to p , in the form of for- 
mal series (2.3). 

For the successive determination of forms (f)S(o from (2.1) - (2.3) we obtain 

F(l) = 
s P+l) 

where X&Q is an Z -th order form in the expansion in series of functions 

r: xij’(u+...,v+.*.) 
j-k>2 

For the simultaneous determination of coefficients of forms CIrS(r) and lJ$r) we ob- 
tain 

(P-q- &, h (P.)>&,q = a& (P) - R/z (A - &I (P> (2.5) 

where CZ~:~ ( p) and $,,, (cl), ( 1 p 1 + 1 q 1 = 2) are coefficients of forms X!!d 
and F,(r), and 6, = (0, . . ., 1, . . . , 0) is the basis vector in R,+. 

Definition 2. 1, The bivectors (p, q), p # q + 6, and the related coefficients 
s-x in the equations of systems (2.1) and (2.2), and in the transformation (2.3) are called 
resonant,if there exists a t+, E D such that 

(P - !I - s,, h (PO)> = 0 

We denote the set of all resonant bivectors of the s-th equation by Lne. When p = 
Q + 6, for the bivectors (p, q) we have 

<p - Q - a;, h (PL)> = 0 (VP E D) 

which constitute the set La” that determines the terms of the identical resonance. We 
denote LS = L$ U Los. 

Let functions a& and fG,* in (2.5) be continuous in 0. It is evident that when (p, 
q) E La, then (2.5) has a solution that is continuous with respect to p for any selected 
continuous functions o& (p). 

If (Pt 4) E LDF, there exists a point p. E D such that (p - q -r 6,, h) -+ 0 
when p --f vo. For function A i,q (p) to be continuous in L) it is necessary to deter- 
mine function a”p.* (~1 so that it is continuous in L), and that at each resonant point 
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of region fl the right-hod side of (2.5) is infinitely small of an order not less than 

(P - Q - I?,, h (p)>. It is obvious that with such choice the structure of functions 

c&,~ and A& in the neighborhood of the resonance point is of the form 

c& (P) = a& (pO) + 6~ (PO) - a& (P) (2.6) 

A& (t-4 = <P - 4 - 68, h (p.))-la;,* (I-1), (PY 4) E LnS 

where a& is an arbitrary continuous function in D such that there exists the limit 

The constant A& (~1s) can be arbitrarily chosen, and this can be used for further sim- 
plification of the system in the case of third order resonances. 

If (P, Q) E JGJJ, then it is sufficient to set in (2.5) 

asl+s$_, P = Gs,, P(P) + r;, 4 (I-1) (2.8) 
Taking now into consideration that forms X,*il) and 8’,(r) depend only on forms m,(j) 

and US(i), where J’ < I, and that X8*(‘) = X,(‘) and F,(l) = 0 when 2 = k, it is 

possible to assert that functions fG,* and a& are continuous in D for all 1 = k, k f 
1 , . . * Hence the following theorem is valid. 

Theorem 2. 1. With the arbitrary selection in system (2.2) that are continuous 
with respect to p it is possible to select for that system continuous resonant coefficients 

so that the continuous in D transformation (2.3), which transforms system (2.1) into(2.2), 

is obtained. 
The continuous normal form is obtained by equating in (2.2) all nonresonant coeffici- 

ents to zero. The structure of the continuous normal form is then 

u’ - -* 
s -49 (JJ = (WI, * . *, w,), 0, = l&v, 

The following properties of the transformation and of the normal form, which will be 

used subsequently,should be noted. If k > 2 is the lowest order of nonlinear terms in 

(2. l), forms @$j) and Up(j) for k & j < 2k - 2 are deter~ned ~de~ndently of 
forms @sfr) and Us@) for i ( j. This nronerty holds in conventional normalization 
and is due to the structure of functions X&*(‘) and F,(r) in (2.4). 

Let us compare the structure of system (2.9) for some fixed p. with that of the usual 
normal form at that point, We use the notation LF,,-Os = ((if, (t) 1 <p - q - I?,, h”) = 0). 

It is clear that LPog c LDs. 
In the case of conventional normalization of system (2. 1) the s-th equation contains 

only terms corresponding to bivectors (p, 4) E LilOS 1-1 LOS when or, = ~0, whilesystem 

(2.9) contains in addition to these terms also those for which (p, 4) E LnS \ Lpas. 
The two forms coincide at point p. only when LB5 \ Lp: = 0, but in the neighbor- 

hood of point ~0, where p # PO , they are different. Conventional normalization is con- 

tinuous only when LDs = 0 {as noted in Sect. 1). 
When solving the problem of strong stability at point pO we consider a re~onablysmall 

~-neighborhood of point psas the region L) = U, (pa). We denote the deleted neigh- 

borhood u, ( po) of point l.~, by D* - UC”. 
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Let point pa be resonant whose unique lowest resonance is of order g. We assume (and 
this is the general case) that p0 is the isolated root of the equation 

The number E is assumed to be so small,that when this equation has in D other integral 
solutions, their norm is 1 m I> g. 

Under these conditions the lowest resonating terms in r) are of order g - 1, hence 
the structures of the conventional and the continuous normal forms coincide (for k < 
g - 1) to within terms of order g - 2. If the solution of the problem of stability in 
region D is independent of terms of order higher than g -2, the presence of inner re- 
sonance at point padoes not affect the solution of the problem of strong stability. To 
detect possible bifurcations of the properties of stability by the presence in the system 

of a resonance of order g, we assume that in (2.1) k= g- 1 , and that k-2N. 
On these assumptions, aud restricting the reduction of the continuous normal form to 

terms of order up to and including the ( k i_ 1 >-St, we obtain the following system: 

24,’ = h, @) u, + a, (p) l.P~ + u, ,& usP @) 0P + 01* ((I u t 7J lI”N+“> (2.10) 

. 
US = ii,‘, m, p EE Rx+, 1 m 1 = k + 1 :r;: 212’ + I > 3 

where h, (p), a, (~1, asp (p) and Ct, are continuous in L). 
For 1_~ = f-l0 system (2.10) is the same as that analyzed in [Z, 81 and is obtained from 

(2.9) by considering the structure of lower resonating terms similar to those in [2]. 

8. Some propertie of the model ry8tem, Let us consider the model 
system in the k - th approximation 

. 
4 =- h, (11) u, +- a, (p) lT6s, v,’ = - h, ( p)vs + q p) I.&“-“s (3*1) 

We introduce ancilliary angles cpS (CL) setting 

sirr cps = - a, Io,SI-l, C,OS q)s = b, 1 ct, j-l, as = tt, + ib, (3.21 

and identify these with points of the unit trigonometric circle. Obviously cpS (~1 arecon- 

tinuous functions of p in L), 
Let d, be the diameter of the circle drawn through point rps. Two incompatible dispo- 

sitions of points vps are possible, 
A, For any diameter d, there exist points (@ that lie on different sides of d,. 
B, There exists diameter d, such that all 4)j paints lie on one side of it. 
Case A necessitates that 7~ >a , while case B always obtains when n -2 . If case A 

obtains at point &,(of region L>) t we say that conditions A (& (A (D)) are satisfied. 

Similarly B (p,), B (II) + 
The algebraic characteristic of case A is defined by the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. For condition A (p) to be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient if 
there exist such coefficients a,, (p), CG~, (~1 and as8 ($ that 

sign D,,, = sign D,,,, = - sign DaS3, (3.31 

The following lemma is also valid. 
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Lemma 3.2. For condition B (p) to be satisfied it necessary and sufficient that 
there exists such numbering of angles (pd(p) for which 

cpl(f.4 G 92 (CL) G * * *G (Pn (Id< cpl(P) + Jc (3.4) 

With the use of inequalities (3.4) we subdivide case B into the following subcases: 

B2 V4 (~a = ~1) 

B, (3k 1 I< k & n - 1) (cpl = . . . = (Pk < (~k+~ = . . . 

= 97% = cp1+ n) 

= %I = 91 + 4 

It is possible to show that condition A (p) is equivalent to the following statement of a 
geometrical nature. 

L e m m a 3.3. For condition A ( p) to be satisfied it is necessary and sufficient that there 

exist such points cpsl (p), cps, (FL) and cpI, (cl) that the triangle formed by these is acute. 
Condition (3.3) is the algebraic criterion of acuteness of a qI, (pS&, . In case B1 

all nondegenerate triangles are abtuse, and in case Bb there is at least one right angle 
among them. 

It follows from the above lemmas (without proof) and from the continuity of functions 

vpI (p) that when conditions A (p,,) and B1 (po) are satisfied, then for a fairly small E 

conditions A (D) and B1 (D) are ako satisfied. Conditions B2 ( pO), B3 (~0) and 

B,, (po) cannot be maintained when p is varied. Case B2 may convert to B1, while 

B, and Bt to A or B1. 
As shown in [2, S] system (3.1) has in the majority of cases when p = po, a set of in- 

tegrals of the form 

v, = i yso% 0, = &Us, ySo = const (3.5) 
s=1 

The necessary and sufficient condition of stability of system (3.1) when p = PO is the 
presence among (3.5) of integrals of fixed sign. In the case of instability all integrals 

(3.5) are with alternating signs. In case B, when n = 2 the system is unstable and has 
no integrals of the form (3.5). The necessary and sufficient condition of existence among 

(3.5) of fixed sign integrals is the fulfilment of condition A (po) or Bs (po). In them- 
stable case Bc there are fixed sign integrals among (3.5). 

Let us consider matrix C and the n-dimensional row vectors a and b 

c = 11 ;:f:’ . . ba, 11, a = (al, . . , .u,), b = (h, . . .T bn) . . . . n 

The equality Dsjsk = 1 0kj Udk 1 sin (vs, - Cp'j) implies that when conditions 

A (p), BI (14 and B4 (P) are satisfied, we have Rank c ( p) = 2, while in cases 

B,and Bswe have Rank c (p) = 1. 

Theorem 3. 1. If matrix C maintains its rank in region D and the number of 
nonzero components of vector a or b exceeds the rank of that matrix, system (3.1) has 

the following set of integrals continuous with respect to p : 
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(3.4 

The necessary and sufficient condition of the presence among these of integrals that 

are continuous in D is the fulfilment of condition A (pO) or Bs (Ilo). 

Proof. First of all it is possible to ascertain that the assumption about the rank of 
the matrix is satisfied when conditions A (p,,), B, (pe) and B6 (pO) XC satisfied. It 
follows from this assumption that when conditions H, (pO) and R3 (PO) are satisfied, then 
conditions 11, (D) and f$, (D) are satisfied,since the possible conversion of cases 8, 
and B, to A or U, for tJ # po is associated with a change of the rank of matrix t’. 

We determine the derivative of function I,’ by (3.6) and by virtue of system (3.1) 
and from the equation V’ LY () we obtain for the determination of yS (11) the systemof 

which is compatible with conditions of the theorem. 

Let initially ljarrk C (p) = 2. We denote vectors a, 0 and y in which there are 
no components with subscripts s,, s2 and sg by a’, 6’ and v’. The general solution of 

(3.7) can be represented in the form 

YS, = K:, (YJLS, -+- l&p), 

t1 

L, + 0, D,,, = 

Sj PI 

b 
$j Ps 

(3.8) 

where S, and s, are selected so that the conditions appearing in parentheses are satisfied, 

and the components of vectors y’ and ysl are free parameters of the solution, 
If conditions A (IL*) are satisfied, there exist such si, $s and ss for which formulas 

(3.3) valid at point ~“are preserved also in region D. It follows directly from (3.8) 

that positive solutions of (3.7) exist only when conditions (3.3) are satisfied, 
The free parameters which provide strictly positive solutions of the system (and by the 

same token fixed sign integrals of set (3.6) fmust satisfy conditions 

15, > 0 fS -+ $1, SZ, $9, Yh> max (~,;f%p, D&&~p, 0) (3.9) 

When conditions Br (pO> or Bc (i-lo) are satisfied, formulas (3.3) do not hold for 

arbitrary s,, s, and ss, system (3.7) has no strictly positive solutions, and (3. ti) has no 
fixed sign integrals. (All integrals have alternating signs when condition Bi (ps) is sa- 

tisfied. ) 
Let now Hank C = 1, We assume that a #- 0, and instead of system (3.7)consi- 

der the equation ay = 0 (3.10) 

If condition Bs (~0) is satisfied, at least one pair of coefficients CC$, and a,, satisfy at 
point fro the equality sign a,,ffst = -1 (3.11) 

which is valid in B* The general solution of system (3.10) with condition (3.11) is of 
the form 

yS z- - %, r (W*z + S*z_ Ws) (3.12) 

Selecting yS (s + ss) in conformity with the condition 
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y8 > 0 (s # sit sdt ysz > max 

we obtain a strictly positive solution of Eq. (3.10) and a fixed sign integral of system 
(3.1). When condition Bs ( pO) is satisfied, condition (3.11) is violated for any arbit- 
rary s, and Ss, and (3.10) has no positive solution. By selecting all parameters ys (p) 
in the form of continuous functions in D it is possible to assert that the derived integ- 
rals are continuous with respect to p. 

Using the set of continuous integrals, we obtain below the criteria of strong stability 
of system (2.1). 

4. Strong atability, Bifurortlon, Besides system (2. lo), which is equiva- 
lent as regards stability to system (2. l), we consider in region D also the system 

which is equivalent to system (2. 1) in region D *. System (4.1) is obtained by the usual 

normalization of system (2‘1) in region D*. 

As shown in Sect. 2, coefficients CQ in systems (2.10) and (4.1) are the same for 
k > 3 , It is important to note that when in (2.10) the nonlinearities (&are continuous 

in D, then owing to the coefficients at terms of order not lower than 2k - 1 in system 

(4.1) Op*-+~ when p-+po. The coefficients c.Q ( 1 p 1 = ‘i) have this property 

even at k = 2 . Because of this (4.1) is considered here only for k > 2. 
Let system (3.1) have a continuous set of integrals (3.6). For calculating the deriva- 

tive of function V we take into account that V is the integral of system (3.1) and, by 

virtue of system (2. lo), we have 

T, (~2) coq + 0,~ (11 w IIN+“*) = WN+I (IL, 0) + 0~ (4.2) 

lal==N+r 

rf the ( N + 1 )-st order form lV~+r (CL,,, 0) = W”,,, is of fixed sign in cone o > 

0, then for a reasonably small E function V’ is of fixed sign in the neighborhood of ze- 

ro for all p CZZ D = C, (j.rs), 
We denote by I’s the set of vectors y (pa) for which the form wG+, is negative 

definite (obviously r0 can also be @). We further denote by MQ the set of solutions 

of system (3.7) when p. = ~a, and bv Ma + the set of strictly positive solutions, Note 

that when conditions A (p,,) or B, (pO) are satisfied, Ms+ # 0 . 
Theorem 4. 1. Let system (2.10) be such that: (I) Rank C is maintained in 

D for reasonably small E , and (2) r0 # a. Then 
a) system (2.10) is strongly ~ymptoti~ally stable at point ~0, if conditions A (PO) 

or B, (p,,) are satisfied and I?, n MO+ # 0 ; 
b) system (2.10) is strongly unstable at point pot if one of conditions A ( pO) or 

Ba (pO) is satisfied and To n (M, \ Ma+) # 0. 
The validity of this theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 and the theoremsof LiapUnOv’S 
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second method, Let us, for example, consider case (a), Condition (2) implies the exist- 
ence of vector y” such that the form F/v” ~+r is negative definite, Condition (a) ensures 
the existence in set (3.5) of fixed sign integral V, ofsystem(3.1) whose derivative by vir- 

tue of (2.10) is negative definite (which is determined by the form w&+,). Condition 

(1) and Theorem 3.1 allow us to assert the existence of Liapunov’s function that is con- 

tinuous with respect to p and satisfies at every point of region D the conditions of Lia- 
punov’s theorem on asymptotic stability. 

Case (b j in which the alternating sign integrals of system (3.1) are used, is similarly 
considered. 

Let us now deal with the question of properties of system (2.10) in certain cases when 
the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are violated. For this we shall consider system (4. I) in 
D* and the function 

v* = 8$1 YS 6s) %” 

where yS are arbitrary continuous functions of p (V* , unlike V in (3.6), is not neces- 
sarily an integral of system (3.1)). 

Taking into account that aSp are the same in systems (2.10) and (4. l), we have 

v** = WNt1 (cl, a*) -I- o,* (II wIIN+4P) (4.3) 

where WN+, (p, w*) is a form analogous to (4.2) and 0,” -+ oo when l.r -+ po. 
Let the set r0 for form W.~J+~ (p, o*) be nonempty. If I’a contains the strictly po- 

sitive vector y“, system (4,l) is ~ymptotically stable in fl*. Inde~nden~y ofthis pro- 

perty of system (4. l), any of the cases A and Bj can be realized at point pa for system 
(3.1). If it is assumed that conditions B, (pO) or & ( pO) are satisfied, system (2.10) 
is then unstable when ~1 = p,, [Z]. It is obvious that on these assumptions r0 n &I0 = 

E , and none of conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. 
The above considerations lead to the following result. 

Theorem 4. 2. If system (2.10) is such that conditions Br (pO) or & (p,,) are 
satisfied, and form W.IN+~ (pO, co*) can be made negative definite, theri pa is a bifur- 

cation point at which the asymptotic stability in D* changes to instability. If the set 

r, # @ does not contain strictly positive vectors, then system (2.10) is strongly un- 
stable in D when conditions B1 (po) or Bs (pa) are satisfied. 

Note that the region in which function c’*’ is of fixed sign contracts under conditions 

of Theorem 4.2 when p + pa to the coordinate origin, as implied by the properties of 

function i&*” in (4.3). When p = ~0 an instability region, lying in the neighborhood 

of the unstable solution of system (3. l), is generated [a]. 

Example. Let us consider the system of differential equations 

Z,$..t_ ps2 (pjzs = #2”) (I$, z, z’“) -i_ p+1 (p, z, z’2)i_ g, (11) zs’2Lv+1 i- .a. (4.4) 

(s--=1, 2, . . ., n. N > 1) 

where ps (p), g, (p) and the coefficients of forms ZS(j) are continuous functions of P. 
Using &he substitution Z$ = zS - (i/p&,’ = yS followed by the transformation to the 

continuous normal form, we reduce the problem to the analysis of system (2.10) whose 
coefficients are defined af follows: 
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The real numbers b, (p) and b,P (p) are coefficients at terms of inner and identicalre- 

sonances in forms Z(j) (p, ‘/Z (5, f Y,), --‘/&’ (y, - z,)‘) for i = 2N and 2N + 1, re- 

spectively. At point p. the numbers b, (po) = b,” and gs (pa) = g,” are nonzero. 
It is seen that for system (4.4) matrix C (p) retains its rank in D, and that at point p. 

either conditions B, (po) or Ba (uo) are satisfied when either all b,‘/p,’ are of the same 

sign or when among b,“lp,” there are numbers of different signs, respectively. 
0 

Form WN+l and the sets PO and M,, are defined as follows: 

*iI+, = 
NS i Y,’ Re a, s (P”) a:+, 

S=1 

r. C. {y” ) sign y,” = - sign g,“) , 

(sign Re a N 6s (P.0) - sign R,’ ) 

It is evident that FO # 0 and conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4. 1 are satisfied for 
system (4.4). 

When all g,’ < 0 and condition B3 (po) is satisfied, system (4.4) is strongly asympto- 
tically stable (conditions (a) of the theorem are satisfied). 

If among gso there are numbers of different signs or all g,’ > 0, then for certain k, 
J ,dill be sign gk”bko = - sign gj”bjo, condition (b ) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, 
and system (4.4) is strongly unstable. The last requirement is automatically realized 
when all bso/pso are of the same sign and among g,’ there are numbers of different 

signs, or vice versa, 

If all g,’ < U and condition B, (po) is satisfied, then by Theorem 4.2 at point PO the 
bifurcation - the asymptotic stability in D * - changes to instabilit\ at that point. 

Finally, if condition B, (po) is satisfied and (Vs)gsObso/pso < 0 (> 0), by Theorem 4.2 
we have strong instability at point ~0. 

We note in conclusion that Theorem 4.2 may be amplified as follows. 
Theorem 4. 3. If conditions B, (po) or B, (po) are satisfied for system (2.10) 

and system (4.1) is asymptotically stable in D* within terms of order not higher than 

2k - 2, then pn is the bifurcation point of (2.10) of the same kind as in Theorem4.2. 

If system (4,l) is unstable in D” to within terms of order not higher than 2k-2 
and conditions B, (pn) or B, (pug) are satisfied, then system (2.10) is strongly unstable 

at point /JO. 
The author thanks V. V. Rumiantsev for his interest in this work and profferred remarks. 
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